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LITERATURE REVIEW

As students who studied/majored in professional sales approach graduation and start looking for their first post-graduation/entry-level positions, what avenues are used to pursue these opportunities? One might suspect that with the explosion of social media and the millennial generation’s prolific use of said media this would be their preferred choice for job hunting. Zondag and Brink (2017) suggest that relatives and friends were some of the most significant sources for this information. Further they found that college professors and courses were important sources for this information followed by career fairs/company visits and internships. That career fairs are still an important avenue to first post-college graduation jobs is an interesting finding as one might think that career fairs have become “outdated” with the millennial generation’s preference to communicate on-line. In an op-ed piece for NACE (National Association of Colleges and Employers) Scott (2016) wrote, “What I find intriguing is that the more we introduce technology into the recruitment toolkit, the more value students place on the type of face-to-face interactions that occur at career fairs”. She suggests that students do not prefer “virtual career fairs” put on by companies/colleges/ universities as students still see the value in face-to-face interaction with the companies’ recruiters.

Conversely, what are the benefits for sales students to conduct the job search on-line? As companies can now reach a wider audience of recruits than they could by merely advertising in the local press, students also are able to find open positions not only locally, but also nationally and internationally as well (Zusman, R. R., and R.S.Landis, 2002). The use of digital recruitment tools by students are creating a number of advantages for firms. Companies are able to launch a wider web of potential recruits with substantially reduced costs versus traditional methods (Goodwin, 1999, Crispin & Mebler, 1997). Digital media offers sales students information that was primarily available from physical sources as well as information that was previously unavailable (Peterson & Merino 2003). This presents an important opportunity for job seekers as sales students now have the ability to obtain a plethora of company information quickly and efficiently compared to traditional recruitment methods (Cober, Brown, Keeping & Levy, 2004).

Faculty may have more interaction and know students better than school’s career services therefore faculty need to be “knowledge brokers” for students with regard to what types of positons are available in the market place. Although it is suggested that faculty need to be “knowledge brokers” it seems that recruiters have better knowledge of what students desire in a position than do faculty (Weeks et. al,2014). Zondag and Brink (2017) contend it is becoming more and more critical for faculty to provide sales students with knowledge about current jobs and careers. Unfortunately, research (Weeks et al 2014) shows that currently faculty are not as well informed about these jobs/careers as they should be in order to help sales students secure their first post-college graduation sales position. The knowledge faculty should possess is critical not only to aid students in their search for their first post-college graduation career position, but as Weeks et al (2014) found recruiters are relying more on faculty to assess and connect sales students with suitable companies. With knowledge of what recruiters are looking for in entry-level sales people faculty can best serve sales students as “knowledge brokers” by having guest speakers in class and hosting events such as lunch and learns inviting both sales students and recruiters to participate.

What if any part do mentors play in a student’s quest for their first post-college graduation career posiiton? Renna et al (2014) suggests a positive relationship between students that participated in
a university sponsored mentoring program involving mentoring by business professionals and career planning and success. The authors go on to find that, “Networking with others may provide direct and indirect linkages to job opportunities is a critical part of searching for a job.” (p. 425).

In addition to friends/relatives, faculty, and career fairs, do sales students also employ their institutions’ career service centers to help find/obtain their first post-college graduation sales position? Deruy (2016) reported that approximately 50% of college graduates took advantage of their schools career services office but sadly, few of those students found the centers helpful. By the time Deruy’s colleague, Fadulu (2018) wrote an article with respect to students using universities career services the number of undergraduate students visiting career service centers had dropped to less than twenty percent. Fadulu concludes that a way to improve this percentage of use of career centers by students would be to develop/enhance relationship building between students and the members of the career service centers employees.

THE STUDY

The purpose of the study is to explore how sales students who studied/majored in professional sales search for their first career-oriented position. Specifically, what activities do they engage in during their job search? Of particular interest is the use of social media to find their first post-college graduation sales position. Is the use of this media supplanting traditional search methods or enhancing them?

The sample was comprised of 87 business students currently taking sales courses at a comprehensive university in the southern United States. An online survey was administered using Qualtrix. In addition to demographic data, students were asked what resources they use on their job search, who influences their decisions on where to work, and what social media sources they use to aid in their first post-college graduation job search. They were also asked about ways the job search could be improved and what services they would like to see offered from collegiate sales programs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results show multiple methods are being used by sales students in their job search. Traditional methods, such as General Networking, (85% of respondents), Employers Websites, (84%), Social Media (83%), University Career Fairs, (82%), and Faculty, (82%), are the most widely used in the search. However, it should be noted that even the least selected, career services, was selected by 66% of subjects. It appears sales students are using a shotgun approach when it comes to job searches. When asked who will influence their decision of where to work 84% said parents, followed closely by faculty at 82%. Interestingly only 60% said they would be influenced by career services. With regard to social media sales students, 89% said they would use LinkedIn for their job search. The only other social media outlets that sales students overwhelmingly said they would rely upon were university online career services, (75%), online job search services such as Career Builder, (78%), and Facebook, (63%). Finally, subjects did not agree on how the job search could be made easier, with only “Respond to applicant more quickly,” receiving more than a 50% response rate. The findings suggest that sales students are heavily using online methods including social media in their job searches, however; they still rely quite a bit upon traditional methods such as family, faculty and career fairs. The one area
that seems to be waning is university career services, perhaps suggesting less of a need in investment in this area by schools.

LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The study has limitations that could limit its generalizability. The sample was a convenience sample in a concentrated area that could affect the results of a larger more geographically diverse sample. This study is only exploratory in nature in order to ferret out unseen dimensions for future study. Future research should empirically test these findings.

For example, why do students who studied/majored in professional sales choose the career support services for their first post-graduation position they do? In addition, when sales students use digital options, why do they choose those specific options? Longitudinal studies should also be done to show any shifting trends in behavior. An investigation into which search methods are most successful in assisting sales students pursuing their first post-graduation position should be pursued. The information with regard to how sales students use social media for their first post-graduation career position could also be valuable to recruiters and support services (i.e. career services and university sales centers). Future studies of how recruiters and support services could use information in this area would be beneficial.
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